Innovation
meets
Secure
You can just Lock up and Go
It’s not often that you find something
that truly has it all. Which is what gives
the new Delf Linear Secure range the
edge. Offering top exterior security
in one easy-to-install mechanism, this
innovative product combines all the
functions of a front door lock in one
latch hole, including exterior security
lock, passage set and deadlock
innovation, and Tesa TE2 (equivalent
to GR9) keyway. Superbly styled in a
Contemporary or Classic edition, in a
range of quality finishes and offering
a selection of matching internal levers
styled for a pleasingly consistent look,
this is today’s ultimate answer to Lock
up and Go.

LUCCA
Lever Set on Round Rosette

LINEAR SECURE
Multi Function Lock for External Doors

LINEAR SECURE CLASSIC
Multi Function Lock for External Doors

LUCCA
Lever Set on Square Rosette

OLIVA
Lever Set on Round Rosette

Working Securely to give you peace of mind
The Linear Secure is driven by latest technology and design to provide
an integrated and innovative front door solution including the following
features for easy use and top security:

Panic-release Design
A push-button, “panic release”
lock-set on the interior allows for
instant exit by simply engaging
and rotating the lever.

Press button lock –
Make a Keyless Exit
Easily Secure the door with just
the press of a button on your
way out.

Versatile installation to fit
right or left doors
The levers are versatile for
use on right or left doors, and
can be fitted for purpose on
installation as appropriate to
requirements.

Standard Lock-hole size
allows you to make use of
existing holes
There’s no need to adjust the
hole size in most cases. The
Secure is conveniently sized
to replace previous standard
54mm key-locks.

Doubles up as a passage set!
The Secure operates as a
passage set when unlocked
and unsnibbed – how you use it
is up to you!

Deadbolt Sure!
The deadbolt on the Secure
has an additional 20mm throw,
ensuring extra security and
peace of mind.

One key allows
ultimate convenience
Superior quality 5 pin Euro
cylinder can be keyed alike
to other Delf products for
same key convenience across
multiple doors.

Delf 7-year quality Guarantee Warranty
Like all of Delf’s products, we back the
quality of our Secure range with a 7 year
Quality Guarantee.
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